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THE MUD ANGEL
I am a young boy
Dreaming of my brother. He is weaving
Down our summer field's hill. His
Arms' spokes glisten, mesh within
Stamens, stalks, stars, and wind.
His red voice returns in my mouth:
"I am running down a long hill,
I am thinking of
Nothing standing still spun
By these limbs, my life cords,
The centrifugal vein endings
From one body to the other.
I can see dirt and worm,
An eyeless storm, the green tufts
Where I place my footsteps.
The toelids of my feet
Are opening; round flesh windows
Of the foot-bones appear.
As if it could not happen, everything I carry
Falls away, ages away I can hear
The passion of a thousand students; my arms
Crest flapping loud mudlets
Across my rising body muscles, two eyes
Like dark question marks
Wonder as 1 go."
I wonder as he comes towards me
Dropping through the earth. He must be
A mud angel, a wise body, a germ
Of light.
-Walter Kalaidjian
3

MANHATTAN
a pontiac firebird dives
with beams and starry hues
riding black spheres
in the blazing triangle
built on the horizon
old blue bums wave
down in the gutter torrents
grappling hooks and eyes
from the hands of the wind
ten million men are borne above
in the blank forest of the clouds
each stormy face howls
from its apartment
I raise my window in the rain
and lean into whatever falls
around me; such a sad tribe
journeys the soft banks of the Hudson
each sinewy foot splashing sewage
wading towards a new world
1 imagine arched bridges
flexed with light; 1 too
pace towards a new presence
wondering what words touch fingers
to the sills of my teeth.
-Walter Kalaidjian
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Poem
out of low clouds
grey pendulous clouds
the snow fell
quietly
the snow in the wind
on the other side of the window
spun in the wind
a rush of action
resolved
in a fall.
in the room it was warm
damp
someone had showered recently
and the moisture clung to the cold pane
like small beads of sweat to the flesh
beneath an eye,
ready to break and run.
if a man,
I thought,
could stand out there like those trees
and let the snow run through his naked fingers
stay alive,
awake anew,
that would be something,
yes,
that would be something else,
a droplet ran down the window
and added to a pool growing on the frame,
in the room
in the warmth
in the lush
5

summer
heat
centered in a clearing in the trees
sun
light
off an arm
curve
lifted
and blood
violent
slow
summer blood
gorging the vessels in the neck
sweat
ran down
in the sunlight
a beaded
counterpoint of rage
the swing
eyes staring
impact.
1 asked you
if it was too hot
and
a beat skipped.
in the snow
the trees
stood
we moved
finally

shadows on the edge of the wood
in winter.

-Michael Davis
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To Gary Snyder
grapefruit before Buddha
monks barefoot
incense postcards
tourists in his head
(scooped out)
gesture from his eyes
a machine-gun nest
they said in wartime
the hills near Fuji
green-robed kneel
at the master's feet
foxholes hard to dig
near "Camp Fuji"
in volcanic rock
older now
home from Japan
1 put on boots
when you left
old army boots
and dug a garden
-Karl Kopp
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ON THE WAY OUT

A Vision of the Sinking Fund
One summer I worked in an office for Mr. G. He wore
thick glasses and always knew the answer. It was in a
long, brown envelope. He said: "This packet of materials
is the Brouwer account. Your job is to review and revalidate
the amortization schedules."
"Golly," I said. "Amortization sounds like it has
something to do with death."
Mr. G. explained that it had to do with the creation of
a sinking fund when you had a debt. You paid it off gradu
ally, and finally it was all gone.
"I'm sure it is," I said.
Eyes that Tell a Story
"And that's my secretary, Alice, and this is Sam,
who'll be your working partner. Call me if you have any
questions."
"Howdy Sam," I said. "1 sure hope you got this game
figured out."
Sam had light blue eyes, to see around corners, beyond
the sunlight. He said he had it figured out.
Alice had an attractive face, but her dark, brown eyes
looked like the long way home.
w
"Alice looks like an interesting packet of materials,
I said.
"She's on the way out," said Sam and opened up the
long, brown envelope.

The Quick Hands (Watch My Fingers)
Slippery Sam believed in the long, brown envelope, but
first was the quick hands. The quick hands and that good
lateral mobility. "I mean," he said "if you don't have that
good lateral mobility how are you going to stop that outside
running game?" I looked at Alice. She did not have the
quick hands. She was okay, but she was not really good.
"I'm okay," 1 said "but I'm not really good." "I'm really
good," said Sam and ran his fingers over the keyboard of
the electronic calculator.

The Tired Feet
And I said: "But when you say really good how good
do you mean? " And he said: "Well, I don't'mean just
being able to play first and third and hitting the occasional
long ball, and 1 don't mean bowling because in bowling
there is no defense." And I said: "Oh yeah, and close don t
count except in horseshoes, oh I know all about that stuff.
And he said: " But what I really mean is like when they
asked the dude 'Hey, don't your feet get tired running up
and down that court?' and he said 'Man, when my feet get
tired I just use my hands.' " And Sam began plotting the
quarterly payments for the Brouwer account on a piece of
green lined graph paper.
The Riddle and the Joke
So smiling Sammy was really good, and he kept track
of the green lines, and Alice was only okay so she was on
the way out, and 1 tried to remember the riddle and the
joke. Because I knew that I was only okay too, and perhaps
they would save me from not having the quick hands or that
good lateral mobility.
The riddle was not so very funny as it might have
heen, but it was about legs. "Remember Sammy," 1 said
"the legs go first and it gets harder and harder to take

that extra base. How many legs does a sheep have if you
• call a tail a leg? Five? No, no just four because calling
a tail a leg doesn't make it one."
The joke was funnier, and it was about a raft. "There
were two men on this raft, and they were way out in the
middle of the ocean (not just on the way, 1 mean they were
there). And the one guy said: 'Hey, don't you think we
oughta have a sail?' And the other guy replied: 'Sale?
Man, we don't have anything to sell.' And so Sam, I said
"if you can just hear the words right well now maybe that
is all you need." But slick Sammy only thought the joke
was "kinda cute" and began extrapolating out the future
earnings of the Brouwer account, according to present
tendencies.
The Near Future and the Second-Hand Dream
The present continued to tend toward the future, and
1 tried to count only the legs that were legs, and not to
mistake the true word for the word that was very much
like it only it was not quite right, and then Sam had a dream.
And 1 thought that as a dream it was okay but that it was
not really good so I said: "Sammy, this is not a dream,
this is a paid political announcement. Let me touch it up
for ya."
"You gotta lotta crust," said silky Sam.
"Listen," I said "if 1 can't make it as a strong re
bounding forward with a good move to the basket 1 might
as well rewrite other people's dreams."
"You ain't wrapped none too tight," said sweet Sammy.
**********

1 am a long way away. . .
Mr. G. slides through the door and the long, brown
room becomes a car. "You better take the wheel," he says.
"It's a long way around." I push the peddle and we sweep
easily away. 1 can't see very well, but 1 can make out the
green line down the middle of the road. The sign says
10
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"SPIDERS LOSE LICENSES" and Mr. G. says "You could
How many legs do you have, anyway?
be in trouble.
Shouldn't you have a tail?" "Tale?" I say "man, I don't
have anything to tell, but when my feet get tired I just. . ."
"Be quick," says Mr. G. The car and the road are
gone, and we race up the stadium ramp. Alice is there.
She says "I was just on my way out." "Oh don't do that,"
I say and point to the swirling green of the playing field.
"There is much to be learned from sports of all kinds
except bowling where there is no defense. In baseball you
must always remember how many outs there are." "There's
no outs, buddy," says Mr. G. "the pitcher's still warming
up." "I don't care how many outs there are," says Alice,
starting to run. "I was simply trying to find my way out
and. . ."
"Way out?" says Mr. G. taking her coat. "Oh no lady,
this place is strictly respectable." He leads us to a small
circular table in the middle of the long brown room. "Yes,
we run a nice respectable little place here, and we don't
have any of 'that element' if you understand me." "Which
element?" I say, running my hand around my glass. "Snow,"
says Mr. G. "Snow's not an element!" I shout. "Snow is
a form of water which is a compound of oxygen and. . ."
"Of course it's an element" says Mr. G. holding up a
small glass globe. "Snow, rain, sleet, they're all elements.
Ya just shake this thing up and it looks like its snowing in
the tropics. Kinda cute." My hands encircle the globe, and
I peer in. Inside is a small round face. It is my face, and
I yell "Hey sweet brother, don't you think you better get
outa there?"
"You got me there," says the face in the glass, and
winks his tiny eye.
**********

"Whose dream was that?" said Sam.
"You got me there," I said.
-David Roberts
11

Rainbow Friend
Let me call, friend, a candle to your mind,
Yet see its leaping yellow tongue turn gold,
And incadescent breath a rainbow find,
To celebrate the show'r of life consoled.
From Mother Nature's womb come men in all,
Endowed with rock and sun, together each.
This instant, 1, through living sun enthrall
The splendor friend, my mind delights to reach,
From scenes of us communing freshly known,
A brave horizon do I speculate,
And could you share its breathing, brilliant glow,
Reality would bear a false constraint.
My sunlit subject, keenly rainbow true,
Enjoy the thoughtscape 1 revive for you.
-Kimberly Fischbeck

To Mr. Frederick Turner
Drop Of Blinding Night
cultivated flame
raining fresh garden
magic me imagine season
our sun-to-star eyes
ripening a laugh in unison
-Kimberly Fischbeck
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Vignette of Eastern Pragmatism
From a vantage point,
as salient
as that of the stars
cornered on
his uncle's hat,
through diagonal eyes
a junkman admired his cargo-a blackboard,
a telescope,
a computer,
before defly uplifting
the television
which had anchored his vessel.
-Kimberly Fischbeck

a fragment
he once spent an afternoon
unfolding his hair
fully possessed for the first time
setting up the mirror -glassine peaked
prismatic pyramid
piercing rays
set between him
self
fully possessed for the first time
unfolding
-Kevin Martin
13

I.
Rays of sun penetrate the valence,
Varied tones, variegated skin
marred in its smooth regularity
only by indent or mound,
languid vascillation,
goose flesh consternation and
eyebrows suddenly pointing to
my lack of tact, tactile
impetuosity 1*11 learn.
A man, 1 will have learnedand doing so will have lostno, will have changed.
Slightly deranged by pointed
temperature,
HI be clumsy awhile yet.
II.
Rays draw shadows
across
the bulge of your cheek,
light interrupted easily by lashes,
or stray hairs.
The eventual subject, the avoided
object, predication of
sophistication, or lack of it.
Speed of response, response
to the lines of lashes, like
twigs in bright water,
slowly running across my field,
at the edge,
at each moment,
further.
My only words
are interrupted cries,
aliterate, primal,
borne while born.
14

III.
Looking over your shoulder
into spots of ventilator grates,
the complete context vibration,
tension,
you are still, the atmosphere moves,
I am still, my thought
regresses,
processes focus in
your eye, jagged beam
through the window at the
applicable aperture,
retinal output,
my eye disfocuses the grate
and falls.
IV.
Simple causality, simple finality,
jounced, bestirred,
inviolable,
you flee logicality "we lust in a cloud
undetermined," -but
we are determined by the
fragments of relation,
loving the relation
as much as its elements
resulting in chance happiness,
joy in light and dark
pigment in the lines of
reverberation.
And all I can think is
Here we are.
The edge expands with us
from
here
on.
-Michael Pullem
15

I
Carolus Linnaeus, at Home: 1741
Linnaeus, you work at your mellifluous Hammarby
there on the plains of rudimentary democracy,
and strive to further that spirit captured in your house
(the home of high-domed and hair recessant Linne),
which saw Sweden through her fullest blossom
to after-ripeness decay.
Would you as a Rococo Viking wander not French garden paths,
but like the vigorous English, woodland trails, whose windings
you have seen set with both domestic and exotic fruits,
melding after your own peculiar vision Minerva and Wotan
and forging a fine flower of knowledge on the rude smithy
of homely Nordic skills.
'
And when at ease take a bed of nails for your couch
in your own room, off the public rooms — where there few
Enlightenment amenities prevail (albeit with the apologies of a
brusque science man, and bachelor at that) — so that with a
hard body in the waning years, no man will hear you say:
"O the roses do grow, and yet I fade."
-Greg Hunt
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JOHN BERRYMAN
. . .These songs are not meant to be understood, you
understand.
They are only meant to terrify & comfort.
Dream Song 366
I
Deep in the "Dream Songs" is coiled the nightmare
revealation of Berryman's life: the uncontrollable insanity
of his father. After threatening his young son that they
would swim out and drown together, instead;
"he only, very early in the morning,
rose w ith his gun and went outdoors by my window
and did what was needed."

"That mad drive wiped out my childhood." Berryman
returns to this image of horror throughout the "Dream
Songs," and it is in his reflections on this act beyond
words, that Berryman creates some of his most moving
poetry. In a voice of fragility, of cracking vulnerability
and delicate graceful courage, Berryman speaks:
". . . I put him down
while all the same on forty years I love him . . .
I repeat: I love him
Until I fall into coma"
Dream Song 143
"Also I love him; me he's done no wrong
for going on forty years—forgiveness time—
I touch now his despair . . .
I cannot read that wretched mind, so strong
& so undone. I've always tried. I—I'm
trying to forgive
whose frantic passage, when he could not live
an instant longer, in the summer dawn
left Henry to live on."
Dream Song 145
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"Mercy! my father; do not pull the trigger
or all my life I'll suffer from your anger
killing what you began."
Dream Song 235

No mercy. His father pulled the trigger, and Berryman
killed what he began; jumping from a bridge in January,
'72. It all had a grisly inevitability. The world of the
"Dream Songs" is almost a posthumous one, and Berryman's various epitaphs are strewn all over this poem of
sustained mourning for a ravaged poetic generation.
"I'm cross with god who has wrecked this generation.
First he seized Ted, then Richard, Randall, and now Delmore.
In between he gorged on Sylvia Plath.
That was a first rate haul. He left alive
fools I could number like a kitchen knife,
But Lowell he did not touch."

"Why he alone breasts the wronging tide?", Berryman
asks of himself, Finally he took the plunge, and joined
his friends.
His legacy is rich and enduring-- two acknowledged
masterpieces, "Homage to Mistress Bradstreet" (1956)
and the cycle of "Dream Songs," commencing with "77
Dream Songs" (1964), and "His Toy, His Dream, His Rest"
(1968) which continue and conclude the earlier volume.
Two collections were issued after the "Dream Songs,"
"Love and Fame," and "Delusions, Etc." published post
humously. The latter work is far superior to the embarassingly self-congratulatory effusions of "Love and Fame."
Although "Delusions, Etc." is clearly the work of a poet
past his prime, its elegies for Emily Dickinson, George
Washington, Dylan Thomas, and Beethoven among others,
as well as its poignant recognition of declining powers,
display Berryman at his best.
His religious conversion, so evident in his last two volumes,
always seemed incongruous; one prefers the cynical un
believer, it made for better poetry.
18

Berryman's best is brilliant, witty, totally original.
"Delusions, Etc." is in the style of the "Dream Songs":
elliptical, off-hand and arresting, the language obscure
and utterly his own, the syntax tortured and defiant, makes
the reader work. It is worth the effort because no one else
writes like Berryman; style is the man. In the penultimate
poem to "Delusions, Etc.," he almost loses control:
"I am so happy I could scream!
It's enough! I can't BEAR ANY MORE
Let this be it. I've had it. I can't wait.

II

For the record, Berryman is what is called an "ex
tremist artist," the neat phrase coined by the British
critic A. Alvarez in an essay of 1967. Alvarez expanded
his notion of extremist art into a general consideration of
suicide and literature published as "The Savage God"
(1971). "Extremist art" is the term applied to such poets
as Plath, Hughes, Berryman and most notably Lowell.
Agonizingly subjective, these poets "pursue insights to the
edge of breakdown, and then beyond it" (Alvarez's phrase),
transforming the raw material of their own neuroses and
crises into highly crafted art. In Alvarez's scheme of
things "extremist art" was born with Lowell's "Life
Studies" (1959) in which Lowell, previously the celebrated
darling of the New Critics, turned inward to examine his
own history.
The essence of "extremist art" is its demand that life
and art be inseparable-- it is a form of hyper-romanticism
in its obsessional, at times suicidal descent into the hell
of the inner self. What rescues these poets from extrava
gant self-indulgence (occasional excesses of self-obsession
are an occupational hazard) is their rigorous devotion to
form, and, to be glib, their unique sensibilities. "Life
Studies," "The Dream Songs," and "Ariel," to name a few
highlights of the extremist aesthetic, contain much of the
most compelling and essential poetry in years.
19

The fundamental assumption of the extremists, that
the line between poetry and poet be erased, forces the
critic to create a new aesthetic in attempting a critical
judgement of these artists. It seems to me the tenets of
the New Criticism are inadequate to the task. The critic
must examine the biography as well as the poetry, or
rather the biography is the poetry. The fact that Sylvia
Plath killed herself will forever color our reading of her,
the same is true for Berryman. Their deaths add another
dimension to their work; extra-literary, but of utmost
significance.
In "The Savage God" Alvarez seems to exemplify this
viewpoint--that the critic must be caught up in both poetry
and biography. He admirably demonstrates this in the
most striking portion of the book; his intimate personal
recollections of his friend Sylvia Plath. But in a remark
able reversal of critical values, Alvarez states: "Yet her
actual suicide (Plath's) like Lowell's breakdowns. . .is
incidental; it adds nothing to her work and proves nothing
about it. It was simply a risk she took in handling such
volatile material." Either it is willful obtuseness,or sheer
disingenuousness that accounts for this remark. It is
particularly puzzling because it indicts Alvarez's own
critical methods, and consigns his work tosuperfluousness.
The reader asks incredulously, if her biographical facts
add nothing to her work, why did Alvarez spend so much
time recounting his personal relationship with Sylvia Plath,
discussing her poetry and life in the process? Perhaps
one explanation for Alvarez's remark is that he was
nervously attempting to protect himself from the charge
of impure aesthetic judgements. Thus the effort to ressurect the old New Critical dogma of poetry as autonomous,
impersonal and objectified. Fortunately Alvarez realized
he couldn't have it both ways, and gave rein to his more
extreme critical impulses through most of "The Savage
God."

20

Ill

Perhaps the most vivid definition of "extremist art"
was provided by Berryman himself, in a remarkable inter
view given a few months before his suicide, and published
posthumously in the "Paris Review." With chilling pro
phecy Berryman says:
". . . . I do feel strongly that among the greatest pieces of
luck for high achievement is ordeal. Certain great artists
make out without it, Titian and others, but mostly you need
ordeal. My idea is this: the artist is extremely lucky who is
presented with the worst possible ordeal which will not
actually kill him. At that point he's in business. Beethoven s
deafness, Goya's deafness, Milton's blindness, that kind of
thing. And I think that what happens in my poetic work in
the future will probably depend not on my sitting calmly on
my ass as I think, "Hmm, a long poem again?", but on being
knocked in the face, and thrown flat, and given cancer, and
all kinds of other things short of senile dementia. At that
point, I'm out, but short of that I don't know. I hope to be
nearly crucified . . . I'm scared, but I'm willing. I'm sure this is
a preposterous attitude, but I'm not ashamed of it."

This is an awesome statement. It graphically portrays
the risk and committment the artist undertakes. Yet, it
seems to me, that Berryman glosses over the painful
recognition of his individual tragedy, and presents an
image of the artist that is simply too severe and destruc
tive to accept. Berryman's ordeal of psychological trauma
occured as a child, and it was a particularly gruesome
horror—a father's suicide. The poet was born into death,
his experience was sui generis, making Berryman an
his poetry why they are so and not otherwise.
The loss of Berryman is another grotesque affirmation
that poetry is a deathly business, and in the wake of it one
is helpless and profoundly shocked, for what is one to say
Alvarez risked speech and looked only foolish. In a review
of "Delusions, Etc.", he wrote he is disavowing his advocacy
of extremist art because "it is not worth the terrible cost.
However well intentioned this remark may be, it is hope
lessly hollow. In a deeper sense, though, one sympathizes
21

with the evident despair and disillusionment of Alvarez.
It is as if the whole situation has gotten out of hand. One
consolation, if it be that, is that this is not a new dilemma;
poets have often died before their time. Wordsworth, 150
years ago brooding over similar matters, wrote tellingly:
"We poets in our youth begin in gladness, thereof in the
end come despondency and madness."
What remains, of course, is the work. Berryman's
should be read, and one can be changed by it, for his
poetry reveals a man who (to use a phrase of Auden's)
"is not only a poet. . .he is also a character in our bio
graphy." His example is at once terrifying and wonderful
to behold.
O and O I mourn
again this complex death
Dream Song 156
-Ross Posnock
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Berryman's First Walk Across the Bridge
"Rembrandt was sober. There we differ. Sober,
Terrors came on him. To us too they come.
Of suicide 1 continually think."
-John Berryman ("Love and Fame")
We walked across the bridge
in Minneapolis
when the wind blew gray winter
cold through the girders,
and the river was frozen.
We walked slowly. My silence
intensified to red against
the screaming traffic; yours betrayed
the brooding memory of my going.
You thought
--1 wish 1 could tell you
all the troubles which press
down on me, Father, but 1
have turned in on myself.
And 1 responded though
1 was not there, though
I could speak no words. It
was no high & comforting utterance, for
1 was your exemplum, and you were afraid.

23

When we reached the middle point
you stared down at the iced artery
and felt its blood in your veins,
felt the mass of steel-braced
concrete push up through your feet
while the weight of the gray
smoke & snow laden sky
stepped on you from above. And
your stare was strong & fearful.
You allowed your mind to wander,
thought of my suicide & of
your faltering marriage &
of a trip to Mexico. You said
--Happy men have died earlier.
But this time 1
did not reply, for you
already knew the solution,
and we walked slowly to
the other side of the bridge.
-Arthur Marx

24

Poem
Awaiting your arrival
1 am aware of the moment:
recorded solemnly,
written on a clock's face:
three in the morning,
and a haze hides the seconds.
This is the quiet hour,
this is the remembering hour
rising like a god
to his throne above my room
(three in the morning).
Sitting silent and still,
he controls the night
and prolongs the instant.
An image,
suspended in the darkness,
is revealed
long before shadowy dawn:
Arms, thighs, necks-luminescent, entwined.
Light hair drapes shoulders,
mouths exchange kisses,
and flesh meets when
separation fails.
Mirrors, pools, hands, fingers
blur to the same,
reflect our adoration.
And in the distance--bells,
three in the morning.
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Awaiting your arrival,
knowing you will not appear,
I am,released
to welcome the third chime-from the tower
into my room: quiet and remembering.
-Arthur Marx

Poem
clock faced boy
with turtle legs
squat squawk
kid of bruises
kind of brutish
the son
of an Alarmist
we called him Christ
crowned with bottle-cap wreathe
in mockery of Mama
and the She-Devil
of Mayfair
who swatted flies with suave
sublime wrists
and licked the curls off ice cream
cones
enjoyed us all
-Paul Hammond
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Us Living
Religion of old for us?
Nay, we'll play
the beast
and live
the beast of
days the beast
of laughing
snorting growing ballerinas
who
are not stark not
near empty and not
near full but
poised
with the essence of buzz.
-David Train

rapid transit from Kansas City to Saint Louis, Missouri
a car heads east from the mobil station on main:
they eat at Henderson's, her face oval in the polished plate
his head inclined parallel to his fork.
it's spaghetti! they swallow each other and later
languish in glasses of water. it gets spilled
and a bead gleams on the tarnished coin they leave behin as
they go on to Saint Louis in the dark
it shines, jawed up in the cash register.
-Alex Morgan
27

THE VOICE
the voice wading in the pool at midnight
or webbed in the struts of deck-chairs
or scratching over the fronds of a palmetto bush
like a lizard
is voicing in chairs at coffee-tables
asking the absent stewardesses in empty airplanes
passing through the pews at midnight on a plate
like a passenger, a raconteur
who vibrates through Vince, names his parts,
relates the arm and armchair, throat, thorax, and thing
as Vince's voice breathes syllables
like a voice, just like a voice.
-Alex Morgan

HOUSE PAINTING
On a tilt ladder he leans facing the whiteness
cast back from a yellow sun that peels his neck.
Toward noon his shadow lengthens down and to the left
over the ribbed siding. He clings like a figurehead backward
up under the eaves. The last coat is touched up;
Above, unseen, the shingles slant, shine like scales.
In the galley, she mops the countertop,
throws the rag in the sink and descends to the basement
where the sheets hang like sails in the horse latitudes.
Some spattered coveralls flap down from the chute;
She casts them into the eye of the maytag
with a capful of Mrs. White's bluing.
-Alex Morgan
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Words
hauled off like baggage
from a train station waiting room
we are the luggage weight
encumbering the determined gait
of any progress
toward a departing train.
systematically shuffled like data
from a random observation
you are stung by the imminence
of our possible relation
to the future
relentlessly reduced like time
into minutes on the face of a clock,
the inventions of the dead,
we are the moments you have wasted
the poem you have read.
-Richard Katz
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Relations
two rivers from the north
share the same bed
from here for about 4 miles,
there, they exchange
fluids and depart moving
in unparallel directions.
1x1 = 1
1 f 1 -- 2
in the winter
the first river runs dry
and the second
is frozen with cold
1 + 0=1
-1 + 1 = 0
in the spring morning
the sun shoots an arrow
skimming across the backs
of the adjacent rivers
in the summer night
the moon
slips between the waters
in search of her lover.
-Richard Katz
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January Without Snow
With frozen feet
I trample death's hoary fields.
Grasses pasted to the earth in waves,
The coarse icy hair
On the back of a dead animal.
The cold stalks farther,
Gives life to my veins.
The white gold day star
Refracts straw colored brilliance
From my dark hair,
And I walk with the wind
Over broken rails,
Rusted barbed wire.
The cornfields, stripped,
Reveal old cobs as bones
Hardened in Indian burial mounds.
And the weeds which 1 gather
Are withered, abstract.
With these frail skeletons
1 fill my vases.
Death is an architect of shells.
Dry perfect suggestion,
The rustle of wind
As sun touches dust.
-Ann Hostetler
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The Tree By the Sea: A Lullaby
The wind gathers in a white shell
about your head, child, the wind gathers.
I have made for you a circle
of leaves from a dark tree
flaming in wind by the sea
I have made for you dark leaves
You are one with the slowly
budding smoke, layer on layer
across the dim shore. . . The deep rich sea
is the light in your heart. . .
The leaves give light to the sea.
-Cheryl Rubino
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Regarding Lowell's "Life Studies"

. . . The personality of the artist passes into the narration it
self, flowing round and round the persons and action like
a vital sea . . . The dramatic form is reached when the vi
tality which has flowed and eddied round each person fills
every person with such vital force that he or she assumes a
proper and intangible esthetic life. The personality of the
artist, at first a cry or cadence or a mood and then a fluid
and labent narrative, finally refines itself out of existence,
impersonalizes itself, so to speak.
—Joyce, "A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man"

The voice in "Lord Weary's Castle" is lamenting, in
toned, iambic, lyrical: the poems emerge as emotive
utterances, but fail to describe a single self-possessed
image with any of Joyce's radiance. The poet's sensibili
ties are brought to play with the cracked and archaic
hierarchies in the cadent, allusive language of Lowell's
forbearers, Ransom and Eliot. Lowell's dolorous voice
rumbles along the ruined corridors of Lord Weary's Castle,
dredging up the remnant of the Old Order, sapped of its
vital, centric-flowing juices, "The Lord survives the
rainbow of his will."
In these earlier poems, Lowell bewails the passing of
his ancestors and their comception of nobility, which con
soled them in their climacteric by providing a fulfilment
to human strife and distinguishing it from the strife of
pulsing animal life. In "The Quaker Graveyard At Nan
tucket" the ocean, that great equalizer, is exploited to
dissolve the notion of hierarchy:
... We weight the body, close
Its eyes and heave it whence it came,
Where the heel-headed dogfish barks its nose
On Ahab's void and forehead.
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The lesson of Modern Experience teaches that, in the
depths, without benefit of The Light, Ahab's effort, his
rise and fall, is no more significant than the flux of some
fish-tail.
"Lord Weary's Castle" is played out on a background
of literary and mythic tradition, and its allusiveness binds
it to the hierarchy it so desparately confounds. Literary
motifs act like conspirators with whose aid the poet evokes
his own elegiac sensibility.
"Life Studies" diverges sharply from the earlier "Lord
Weary's Castle": Its style is terse and literal rather than
wordy and literary as before. Part One of "Life Studies
describes a process down through the ranks of Gods, to
Kings, Presidents, and "A Mad Negro Soldier Confined at
Munich," from the mythopoetic to the mundane, in a
language that is clipped and literal, narrative instead of
lyrical. "Beyond the Alps" describes things (a train's
passage from Rome to Paris, the Pope, Mussolini, Moun
tains), though they are still allusive things and their signifi
cance comes not of their thingness, but from their symbolic
relation to The Mythic (the Pope, Minerva, Caesar, Apollo).
That the poem describes a motion in History, in time and
space, distinguishes it from the earlier work, which took
place in literary and mythic settings.
Part One follows a movement away from symbolic
imagery in search of a sui generis image. The Banker s
Daughter" exploits an historical incident in chthonic language
(egg, groin, sparrow, cow: "the easy virtues of the earth ).
Though the poem devolves history, its significance is not
from allusion, but in the configuration of images. We do
not need to know which Henry IV (of Italy? of France? of
England?) is meant, we only need to know what the poem
tells us about him.
"Inauguration Day" carries into the realm of contemporary history, of Eisenhower and A Mad Negro
Soldier Confined At Munich," a figure of particularity.
The images of this poem are self-possessed, they in orm
themselves; meaning is intrinsic to the circumstances.
The futility is built into the lines:
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It's time for feeding. Each subnormal boot
black heart is pulsing to its ant-egg dole.

"91 Revere Street" leads into the central, autobio
graphical concerns of "Life Studies." Lowell continues
in his obsession with the hierarchical past, but focuses
his vision on the things of his own experienced past. This
effort heightens the intensity of his 'angst,' and his voice
becomes increasingly ironic, recoiling on the self as it
encounters the immediacy of personal experience. The
strife of near-heroic Lowells at sea is replaced by that of
the social-climbing Charlotte Lowell and her husband the
Commander. Their effort is veiled by a transparent con
ception of socially-sanctioned noblesse that is torn aside
by Lowell's language, revealing the nature of an effort that
has failure built in.
Mordecai Meyers lost his glory when I learned from my
father that he was only a "Major pro tern." On a civilian,
even a civilian soldier, the flamboyant waistcoat was stuffy
and no more martial than officer's costumes in our element
ary school musicals.

A cry of disenchantment arises from the disparity
between the glorious appearance of martial uniforms and
the ugly fact that they conceal obscure civilians in their
crimson folds. A similar disparity lies in the hopes of
the parents:
... It was just such a winning financial and social advance
that my parents promised themselves would follow Father's
resignation from the navy . . .
The advance was never to come. Father resigned from
the service in 1927, but he never had a civilian career; he
had merely twenty-two years of civilian life.

Career implies achievement: the ambition of this urban
hierarchy is nullified by the fact that all Commander
Lowell ever had was life,
Lowell uses the word in this
context with a comic bitterness that is pervaded by that
sense of loss he felt when he heard that Mordecai Meyers
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was only a Major pro tem.
Lowell says of himself:
I felt drenched in my parents passions ... I need to look
forward to the nights when my bedroom walls would once
again vibrate, when I would awake with rapture to the
rhythm of my parents arguing, arguing one another to ex
haustion.

These "vibrations" are what Lowell studies, what his
poetry offers to himself in place of Old Order. His parents'
passions are hopelessly random, and "vibratory" in that
they pass into any available conductor (his father's passion
for new cars; his mother's for a house in the right neighbor
hood). "Life Studies" describes the rise-and-fall patterns
that pulse through things, while despairing of their directionlessness. His parents' argument is reduced to the
caterwauling of animals: his mother goes "Weelawaugh,
we-ee-eelawaugh, weelawaugh," like a mad grackle, while
his timid mouse of a father squeaks in reply, "But-and,
but-and, but-and."
The ten poems that begin Part Four bear witness to
the passing of fatal failure through four generations of
Lowells and Winslows, and the simultaneous process of
Lowell's maturing sense of loss. Things act as conductors.
Lowell says, in "91 Revere Street":
. . . the vast number of remembered things remains rocklike.
Each in its place, each has its function, its history, its drama.
There, all is preserved by that motherly care that one either
ignored or resented in his youth. The things and their owners
come back urgent with life and meaning - because finished,
they are endurable and perfect.

The things, the furniture and the golf-clubs are loaded and
their reports are orchestrated by Lowell's voice, which
becomes impersonalized, less lamenting, more purely
descriptive. The poet's vision is embodied, and the cata
clysmic, agonized cry of "my heart, The blue kingfisher
dives on you in fire," becomes a thing; and in the transition
Lowell becomes less hysterical. When they work well, the
Lnages turn in on themselves, assume their proper nature,
and accomodate vibrations, processes, patterns and re
lationships.
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Each of Lowell's family runs his course of rise and
fall: Great Aunt Sarah, Uncle Devereux, Grandparents,
Parents, Lowell, and even his infant daughter who mumbles
"sorry" in her fever. By following the trail of fatal failure
as it emerges from the past, Lowell tends toward a con
frontation with the present, with the outside world, and a
transformed awareness of "IS, the whited monster." (see
"Quaker Graveyard")
In the last two poems of "Life Studies," Lowell's
vision converges on the present, and crawls out of his
crippled self, half-way, allowing him to relinquish some
of his sense of loss. "To Speak of Woe That Is in Marriage"
is narrated by the Wife, the Other one, and not by that
shattered "I" that pervades the rest of the lpook.
Gored by the climacteric of his want
He stalls above me like an elephant.

These lines introduce a new conception of man as a kind
of animal that has proliferated throughout subsequent con
temporary poetry. Simultaneous with the climacteric of his
want comes the ebbing of that grpdging sense of loss that
characterized Lowell's "seedtime." At the moment of
climacteric the rise and fall coincide: the built-in death
that is dormant in things becomes manifest, and the poor,
battered self is released from the tedium of want.
In "Skunk Hour," Lowell conducts himself to a sym
pathy with things, almost participates in them. "IS, the
whited monster" surfaces from the past as a stripe on the
back of:
a mother skunk with her column of kittens swills the
garbage pail.
She jabs her wedge-head in a cup
of sour cream, drops her ostrick tail,
and will not scare.

Lowell's final image approaches a vision of things in the
act of becoming themselves. The jab of Mother Skunk's
wedge-head is fixed in the present: the inadvertency of
animal impulse undivides the perception of rise and fall,
past and future, by allowing life and death to interpenetrate
one another in things.
-Alex Morgan
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